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Gold Hill Resources, Inc

Well Positioned for
Strategic Growth in 2017
GimmeMunny.com is the world’s first global online cash and prize eRaffle with
a GUARANTEED single winning ticket for every draw, every time! They are
not a lottery. Each and every DAILY BIG DRAW, WEEKLY JUMBO DRAW
and MONTHLY MONSTER DRAW or special-time draw is guaranteed to have
a single winning ticket winner! The company’s mission statement is “Making
people wealthy, while making children healthy.” They want to be a profitable
company that helps create personal wealth for both players and sellers all the
while contributing a portion of ticket sales to children’s hospital charities
globally.
GimmeMunny.com can market personal or corporate items to millions of
potential buyers every day globally or to a specific country or region.
GimmeMunny.com provides a fantastic alternative to auctions, private sales or
other online “bid” types of programs. If you have a classic car, high-end
jewelry or sports memorabilia and want to maximize your profit potential and
pay substantially less fees than traditional auction houses then
GimmeMunny.com is the place to eRaffle it – WORLDWIDE.
GimmeMunny.com also provides a licensed software program to business
owners, charitable organizations, professional sports leagues and minor
league organizations. In specific cases, they can provide financing to obtain a
Licensee Agreement
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This document may contain forward-looking statements, including information about future expectations, plans and prospects. In particular, when used in
the preceding discussion, the words "believes," "expects," "intends," "plans," "anticipates," or "may," and similar conditional expressions are intended to
identify forward-looking statements. Any statements made in this release other than those of historical fact, about an action, event or development, are
forward looking statements. These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the results to be
materially different than those expressed or implied in such statements. StockVest was paid 2M restricted shares on 2/20/2017 for 90 days of services.
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